RUSSIAN AND EURASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM

Phone: 703-993-1233
Website: russianstudies.gmu.edu

The Russian and Eurasian Studies program brings together experienced Mason faculty who will guide your exploration of this region's culture, gender, class, ethnicity, economy, government, and politics. All majors have the opportunity to study abroad in Moscow or St. Petersburg. They acquire the language skills needed to function successfully in social settings and a variety of careers.

The bachelor’s degree in Russian and Eurasian studies allows students to choose a concentration in one of three areas:

- Russian language and culture
- Russia studies
- Eurasia studies

Faculty

Program Faculty
Barnes (History and Art History), Bockman (Sociology and Anthropology), Boettke (Economics), Christensen (Modern and Classical Languages), Johnsen-Neshati (Theater), Katz (Schar School of Policy and Government), Kelly (History and Art History), Korostelina (Institute for Conflict Analysis and Resolution), Levine (Modern and Classical Languages, director), McGlinchey (Schar School of Policy and Government), Pacynska (Institute for Conflict Analysis and Resolution), Vasilyeva-Roberts (Modern and Classical Languages)

Programs

- Russian and Eurasian Studies, BA